In the current era, research on automated knowledge extraction from Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) images is growing rapidly.COPD becomes a highly prevalent disease that impacts both patients and healthcare system. In various medical applications, image classification algorithms are used to predict the disease severity that can help in early diagnosis and decision-making process. Also, for large scale and complex medical images, machine learning techniques are more efficient ,accuracy and reliable. Traditional image classification models such as Naïve Bayesian, Neural Networks, SVM, Regression models,. etc are used to classify the image using the annotated ROI and image texture features. These models are used as a diagnostic tool in analyzing the COPD and disease prediction. These models are not applicable to classify the COPD using the disease severity level. Also, the accuracy and false positive rate of existing classification models is still far from satisfa ctory, due to lack of feature extraction and noise handling methods.Therefore , developing an effective classification model for predicting the severity of the COPD using features derived from CT images is achallenge task. In this paper, an ensemble feature selection based classification model was developed, using images features extracted from COPDpatients' CT scan images, to classify disease into "Severity level " and "Normal level" categories, representing their riskof suffering a COPD disease. We applied five different classifier methods and three state-of-the-art ensemble classifiers to the COPD dataset and validated their performance in terms of F-measure and false positive rate. We found that proposed feature selection based ensemble classifier (F-measure 0.957) had the highest average accuracy for COPD classification.
Now-a-days Medical Images play a vital role in diagnostic, disease prediction and treatment for health care professionals and researchers. Different imaging modalities and classification models are implemented in the past 10 years. Image classification contains two phases-training phase and classification phase. In training phase, classifier is built by classification algorithm with training set of tuples. Then the model is used for classification and its performance is analyzed by testing set of tuples in the next phase.
A large number of machine learning models have been developed in the literature to analyze the risk patterns for diseases like Rheumatoid Arthritis and Tuberculosis. The interrelationship between bronchitis and emphysema makes it harder to detect a single factor that is contributing towards the disease prediction. Emphysema causes the destruction of the lung tissue that is necessary to balance the physical functionality of the lungs. It destroys the lung tissue which leads to dyspnea. Also, the deficiency of antitrypsin ,alpha is a significant genetic factor that causes COPD. Some of the comorbidities associated with COPD are heart diseases, diabetes ,skeletal muscle dysfunction and lung cancerChronic obstructive pulmonary disease: Estimated prevalence by current industry, U.S working adults, current smokers aged 18 and over, 2004-2011 1 Global Initiative Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease, [2016] 85 million people are diagnosed with a moderate to severe COPD worldwide and from 5-10% of adults suffer from it in Europe. Mortality increased more than 50-60% over the last 20 years and it is estimated that in the next 10 years deaths caused by COPD will go up more than 30-35%. An estimation shows that in 2030 COPD will be the third cause of death worldwide [World Health Organization, 2011 report].
The lungs are one of the main parts of the respiratory systemtogether with the airways, blood vessels and the muscles.The lungs are located in the thorax which is composed of the vertebral column, ribs, sternum and intercostal muscles and it is separated from the abdomen by the diaphragm.
Emphysema
The chronic airflow obstruction that patients with COPD suffer is caused by a combination of small airways disease, chronic bronchitis, parenchymal destruction and emphysema 3 . Emphysema is defined as a lung condition characterized by the destruction of the alveolar walls leading to a loss of elastic tissue and an increase in compliance, as seen in Figure  1 4 . When the air spaces are greater than 1cm they are called bullae.
According to GOLD-COPD report 2016, patients with FEV1/FVC < 0.70:
Traditional machine leanring models have two phases to perform COPD predition on medial images. In the first phase,COPD images ares egmented for ROI annotations.The various stages involved in the feature selection process were, enhancing the image, extracting various features, selecting the features and then classifying the images. Extracting the features from the medical images is considered as the most important stage for determining the accuracy of the classifier.Thus, feature extraction is the process used to analyze the objects and images. And further extracting the most prominent features corresponding to various classes of objects is a challenging task. Figure 2 represents the response time of the COPD data,when the number of image features 'n' increasing from 2 to 10.
Medical Image Classification Models
Different types of popular Machine learning based image classification models are discussed below:-
Naive Bayes Model
For research on medical data, the Naive Bayes (NB) classification model has been widely used. As compared to Logistic Regression, Nearest Neighbour, Decision Tree, Neural Network, NB model is more efficient classification model. Naive Bayes classifier is simple, efficient and requires small dataset for training.
K-Nearest Neighbour Mode((KNN)
KNN is a kind of instance-based model of machine learning. In this model, function is locally approximated and all computations is iterated until classification. If the data set is large, then a special method is needed to work on part of data. KNN can also be used for density estimation. KNN classification is necessary in case of unknown parametric estimates of probability densities.
Hidden Markov Model(HMM)
HMM is one of the efficient statistical prediction model. In this model, system is considered to be a Markov process consisting of hidden states which can be represented as a connected Bayesian Network. Though this model is well suited for medical images, but it ignores structure of "states" inside each of the "feature states".
Support Vector Machine Model
Vapnik in the year 1996 developed a universal constructive learning procedure and named it as SVM. It was based on the statistical predicting theory, which has large number of applications in pattern recognition. SVM uses hyperplanes for defining decision boundaries, which separates data points of different classes. The feature space simplifies the classification problem. Some applications of SVM in different areas:-Area of finance 2, 3 , industries 4,5 and bio-medical domain 6 .
Random Forests
As random forest algorithm classifies the large amount of data with high accuracy, it is one of the best classification model inmachine learning. It is an ensemble learning model.
Swarm Intelligence
Complex real-world problems are solved using Swarm intelligence (SI). It is a computational intelligence technique. SI involves collective behaviour of individuals in a population interacting with one another and with their environment. In the absence of centralized control system, certain degree random interactions between the agents lead to an "intelligent" global behavior. But, SI models are time-consuming , high false positive rate and high computational cost.
A feature subset selection extracts a subset of features from the large set of features using selection measures as shown in fig 3. In the medical image processing, some of them are highly relevant features with the ROI or Texture but others have less intensity. Ensemble classification is defined as the training of multiple base classifiers to detect the disease severity in the test data. The imbalanced property is a primary issue accounting for the poor performance of the traditional ensemble classification models, especially on the minority class attribute. Class imbalance and data uncertainty are the growing research direction in the COPD severity prediction that aims to discover better classification rate.
The main contribution of this paper can be summarized as (i) Feature selection technique is proposed to extract the COPD relevant features for ensemble classification. (i), A novel ensemble feature selection based classification model for COPD classification among different severity classes.(iii) Proposed ensemble classifier combines multiple weak classifiers for COPD severity classification.To the best of our knowledge this kind of ensemble classification based on severity classes was not previously implemented for COPD prediction.
This paper is organized as follows: Related work on the image classification models are presented in section 2. Section 3 describes a novel ensemble image classification model. Section 4 describes the experimental results and discussions. The last section presents our conclusion and future scope.
Related Works
Bai Xing-li et al. 4 ,5 presented fuzzy support vector machines(FSVM), which is another variant of SVM for image classification for medical field. In this model, a degree of membership is identified for every data feature. By using this, unclassified areas in image were classified contrary to simple SVM. They used the images obtained from mammography having multiple noise levels. Balathasan Giritharan et al 6 proposed a new incremental model for Support Vector Machines(SVM), as an improvement for the class irregularity problem of abnormality in medical imaging. SVMs give a concise illustration of the dissemination of the training samples. They used bootstrap Gaussian density function to distinguish possible support vectors for each iteration. The generalized guassian density function is used for each feature as follows. 8 . 8 proposed a image classification system on thyroid images and classify the thyroid features based on ensemble learning model(ELM) with SVM. The measures used to evaluate the thyroid features are mean, Histogram features, variance, NMSID, Coefficient of Local Variation, and Similarity. Two sets of thyroid image databases are used toevaluate SVM and ELM. ELM outperformed SVM in terms of accuracy and precision.
Aleksej Avramovi´c, et al. 9 implemented texture descriptors using SVM to predict the unclassified part in the image. Texture descriptor's performance was evaluated, to check whether descriptor can isolate outliers in particular class or not. The results are evaluated and found that it can separate images with class-less situation. They used SIFT function to find dispersion and calculating ROI as:
Single hidden Layer Feed forward Neural networks" (SLFNs) also known as "Extreme Learning Machine". This technique was applied for heart state data to solvethe traditional classification issue. ELM select hidden points(nodes) on random basis to find the resultant weights of "Single hidden Layer Feed Forward Neural networks" 10 . M. M. Abdulrazzaq et al. 11 implemented two classificationtechniques named as KNN and SVM. They used a standard database named as "Image CLEF med 2005" for classification of images. Moreover, statistical factor analysis is applied for 12 tried to reduce the classification errors of SVM and presented MRESVM 8 . MRESVM is a distributed SVM ensemblemodel for automatic image annotation and ROI. They implementedsequent minimal optimization (SMO) techniqueto improve the prediction rate. Bagging is the base of MRESVM algorithm, which trains parallel SVMs on medical datasets as shown in Fig 4. The resulting outputs are combined in an appropriate manner. The mapping function trains the SVMs in parallel. They used two-layered hierarchical structure to combine first layer SVMs using the second layer. Though they have achieved 94% accuracy in their proposed work, but there is no better feature selection schemes to improve true positive rate on high dimensional data.
M . N a c h t e g a e l e t a l . i n c r e a s e d classification accuracy by using multiple kernelbased classifications 13 . The main objective of this model is to combine multiple, heterogeneous data in an efficient way using multiple non-linear kernel learning. They achieved 88.47% accuracy in their demonstration. In their experiment, the feature weighting improves the classification rate in case of eight predefined classes but, the accuracy decreases in four other classes which have very few train and imbalanced test data.Here , the SVM model is generalized to solve only two class problems.The non-linear kernel functionused in SVM is as follows: 14 . For future iterations, they used bootstrapping for identification of potential candidate support vectors. The resulted sensitivity and specificity were nearly equal to SVM using all samples available at a given incremental step. Incremental SVM shows significant result in training sets of larger size with limited availability of learning power.L. Zhang et al.proposed a Polarimetric SAR (PolSAR) image classification through GA-based selective ensemble algorithm in their work 15 . In their research work, they classified PolSAR images based upon SVMs , Neural Networks andgenetic algorithm(GA). GA is an evolutionary , heuristic, searching algorithm used for solving optimization problems. This approach select's best classifier with better performance from multiple classifiers to get optimized result.
W. yu et al.introduced an optimized classification algorithm for medical CTimages of premature brain injury 16 . They developed a new algorithm basing on theshortcomings of the classical ID3 algorithm. Iterative Dichotomiser version 3 (ID3) is a greedy algorithm. Continuous attributes are divided into partitions to classify the image feature. The first phase builds a decision tree by using training sets. In the second phase, input data set is classified based on the generated decision tree. The main limitation of this approach is classification need more computational time with limited training images.
Proposed Model
The present work introduces an automatic feature extraction and COPD severity classification for COPD CT images in the repository [2] . The overall workflow can be classified into two phases as shown in Figure 5 .
The ensemble classifier is usually considered to be more efficient and accurate than individual classifier. The simple majority voting is widely used method for voting best classifier among multiple base classifiers. We combine the weak classifiers by using the proposed feature selection and random forest methods instead of the class label.
(i) Feature selection technique is proposed to extract the COPD relevant features for ensemble classification.
(ii) A novel ensemble feature selection based classification model for COPD classification among different severity classes.
(iii) Proposed ensemble classifier combines multiple weak classifiers for COPD severity classification.
This work have the followingadvantages:-Gives better performance of classification accuracy, solves class imbalanced problem , best ensemble model in multi-level classification .It works better than other multiple classifier schemes which suffer from the problem of ensemble selection.
Preprocessing:Preprocessing of medical images is the primary step in disease classification process, to minimize noise and to optimize the image quality. Traditional adaptive median filter is used to enhance the image quality as well as remove the poison noise from the images. In the median filter, a window moves along the image and the computed median value of the window pixels becomes the output. It preserves the edges and reduces the noise in the image. Each pixel is replaced with the median value of the neighborhood of the input pixels. In our preprocessing model , we extended the traditional adaptive median filter to remove the noise in the training and test medical images. LBP partitioned image into feature segments. Given an image I, the LBP computes the local patterns of the image texture, which is computed at each pixel value by evaluating the differences between it and its neighbor pixels. 
∑
Step 4: BLH(i=1,2,…k) are the LBP generated feature histograms. Once the LBP feature histograms are ready, the next key step is to filter the feature histograms using normalized controlled similarity measure. Step 5: Add image features and its similarity values as the training dataset.
Step 6: Repeat steps 1 -4 to all input images. Proposed Ensemble Disease Classification 
Where m C represents the m -classes End if Done Apply NaiveBayes, SVM, Adaboost and Enhanced Naïve Bayesian Decision Tree model on the normalized data.
Traditional Random Forest Tree model
Decision trees are models based on a recursive partition method, aims to divide the training data using attribute in each level. The basic traditional random forest tree has following problems: 1) Attribute Selection criteria of the random forest is based on traditional measures which are unfit to COPD features. 2) Doesn't handle numerical attributes with missing values.
3) The branch of the decision tree is stopped when the uncertainty or imbalance measure is not correctly pruned. 4) Split criterion depends on the data distribution of the most probable class within the sample.
Enhanced Naïve Random Forest Tree Algorithm
This algorithm will overcome the problems in the existing random forest tree. The basic steps involved in the proposed naïve random forest tree are: Choose k random trees as initial tree growing. for each tree in the random trees Randomly select n features from the INormalized dataset. Class predicted gain measure to each attribute is given as:
End for Create a node with the highest CPGain measure.
End for Select the majority voting as class prediction from the base classifiers and proposed ensemble learning. Calculate misclassified error rate and statistical true positive rate;
EXPERIMENTAL RESULS
To evaluate the novel ensemble COPD feature performanceon emphysema diasgonis , we used the online emphysema dataset from [17] . The database consists of 115 HRCT images of size 512x512 and these images belong to a group of 39 categories including smokers and nonsmokers with COPD. Each image is labeled using the ROI pattern and severity by an experience pulmonologist and radiologist .The serverity patterns are classified as normal tissue(NT), paraseptal-emphysema(PSE) ,centrilobularemphysema (CLE) and panlobular-emphysema (PLE). Also , the severity levels labeled for each slice is classified as no emphysema(0), minimal (1), mild (2) ,moderate (3) ,severe (4) and very severe (5 (5)). From the figure ,it is observed that the true positive ,false postitive ,F-measure and accuracy improve on an average of 20-25% when preprocessed with the proposed feature selection model and ensemble classification model.
